
Our company is looking for a cloud data architect. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for cloud data architect

Mentors and Leads developers to build an architecturally sustainable
codebase that delivers a high-quality distrusted ,and scalable experience
Consults with key technology stakeholders (internal and external API owners,
) to drive enhancements and changes to their products
Drives analysis of metrics data to constantly improve the user experience
Works collaboratively with software engineering team as they implement &
deliver integrated solutions through the entire software delivery life cycle
Is influential and engages actively in building out a dynamic and productive
development organization and continuously improving practices and
methodology through code reviews
Providing thought leadership on digital advertising technology – specifically
data management and leveraging data to power more impactful campaigns
Consulting on and designing data organization structures and taxonomies
from multiple customer data sources for optimal use in various digital
marketing channels
Managing internal communication and processes, coordinating with multiple
business stakeholders across product, engineering, operations, sales, and
customer service teams
Lead technical platform trainings and solution sessions with a diverse set of
client stakeholders including IT, engineering, privacy & security, and digital
marketing end user teams
React to and coordinate responses to various technical customer issues,
escalations, and product feature requests
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Familiar with resource management and allocation system, openstack
Familiar with the hardware resolutions of infrastructure layer, computing,
storage, network virtualization and relevant technologies
Extensive design and implementation experience in distributed system and
cloud service
Expertise in Hadoop eco-system (YARN, Spark, MR, HDFS, HBase, Presto,
Hive)
Experience in Amazon EMR and Kinesis, Azure HDInsights and other big data
cloud service
Experience in ML or/and graph analysis is a plus


